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Abstract 

Ru is a common addition to the Co-binder in WC-Co hardmetals for advanced cutting 

tool applications. Internal Co-Co interfaces control many properties such as hot-

hardness, toughness, and creep resistance. Hence, phase transformations 

determining the internal interface character can be harnessed to achieve superior 

properties. We investigate the γ (face-centred cubic) to α (hexagonally closed packed) 

martensitic phase transformation of a model Co-Ru binder alloy. We describe the 

crystallography of γ to α phase transformations and the resulting α/γ and α/α interface 

character distributions. The stabilisation of the γ-phase results in the formation of low 

energy (0001) α/γ interphase boundary planes. Preferred formation of α/α intervariant 

and twin-related boundaries with symmetrical tilt configurations are also observed. We 

discuss how crystallographic constraints of the transformation promote the formation 

of grain boundary planes other than those of the lowest energy configurations. 
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Co is commonly used as a binder for WC particles in WC-Co hardmetals for advanced 

cutting tool applications such as precision CNC machining inserts. WC-Co materials 

offer remarkable mechanical properties such as excellent resistance to wear, high 

temperature strength, and sufficient toughness [1,2]. Several critical mechanical and 

technological properties of WC-Co hardmetals are controlled by internal Co-Co 

interfaces in the Co-binder which has two allotropic phases, a low-temperature 

hexagonally-closed packed (hcp) α-phase and a high-temperature face-centred cubic 

(fcc) γ-phase [3]. The Co-binder is a solid solution, containing small amounts of C and 

W dissolved during the sintering process [4,5]. In addition, alloying elements such as 

Ru [6,7], Rh [8] and/or Re [9,10] are added to the Co-binder to improve hot-hardness, 

toughness, and creep resistance of WC-Co hardmetals. This affects the stability 

ranges of the constituent phases, stacking fault energy (SFE) and thus, deformation 

mechanisms of the Co-binder alloy [11,12]. It is known that twin platelets and 

transformation-induced interfaces provide intragranular barriers to slip in the Co-

binder which determines the in-service performance of WC-Co [12–14]. This opens 

new opportunities to optimise the properties of WC-Co hardmetals by controlling the 

phase stability and resultant interface network of the Co-binder. 

Phase transformations are an effective way to engineer the interface character and 

grain boundary network of crystalline materials [15,16]. In Co-alloys, the fcc (γ) ↔ hcp 

(α) phase transformations follows the Shoji-Nishiyama orientation relationship (S-N 

OR), where one of the close-packed {111}γ  planes in the γ-phase transforms into the 

basal plane of the α-phase [1,17]. This is commenced by shear on each close-packed 

plane by 1/6 <112#0>α type Shockley partials, resulting a (111)γ → (0001)α, [11#0]γ → 

[112#0]α lattice correspondence. According to S-N OR, a single γ-grain can transform 

into four distinct orientations (variants), that are connected by twin-related 
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70.5º/<112#0>α rotations [14,18]. In addition, following the theoretical calculations and 

experimental observations from Yang and Wayman [19,20], new hcp variants at the 

intersection of the primary variants can be formed during the fcc ↔ hcp phase 

transformation. These new variants form due to intersecting homogeneous shear of 

the primary hcp variants, distorting the intersected region into a new fcc variant which 

then transforms into new hcp variants (i.e., secondary hcp variants). The intersection 

of the primary variants with the secondary variants tend to result in interfaces with 

rotation angles of 19.5, 31.5, 39, 51 and 90 º about a common <112#0>α axis or multiple 

irrational rotations [19,20].  

The crystallography and kinetics of hcp ↔ fcc phase transformations have been 

researched over the past decades [17,19–21]. There are reports on the morphology 

[22,23], orientation relationship [17,24], habit planes [20,25], dislocation substructures 

of laths and grains [26,27], and the impact of twinning [28,29]. Some efforts were made 

to characterise the crystallography of interfaces using transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), however, this has so far been limited to 2D characteristics of a 

small number of α/α interfaces [14,28,30]. The crystallography, energy, and network 

of the possible interphase/boundaries in Co-binder alloys remain unknown. In the past, 

it was too challenging to measure all five independent crystallographic parameters due 

to time limits and the complexity of experiments or computations. However, recent 

advancements in automated microscopy have enabled the measurement of the grain 

boundary character distribution (GBCD) and the relative energetic characteristics for 

a range of materials. Given the martensitic transformation of the Co-binder during 

manufacturing of hardmetals, a better understanding of the evolution of its interfaces 

is crucial, as control of the interface character can be harnessed to achieve superior 

properties. However, knowledge of the crystallographic nature of the martensitic phase 
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transformation in the Co-Ru system and the resulting α/γ and α/α interface character 

distributions remains limited. 

Hence, we here systematically investigate the γ to α martensitic phase transformation 

in Co-Ru binders that are used for milling Ni-based and Ti-alloys in particular. We apply 

statistical stereology on interface traces from 2D electron back-scatter diffraction 

(EBSD) to identify the plane distributions and various interface characteristics [31,32]. 

We mainly focus on primary variants formed via a S-N OR and extension twins in an 

the as-cast condition. Although this method has been used to characterise the 

distribution of grain boundaries formed during the fcc ↔ body-centred cubic (bcc) and 

bcc ↔ hcp phase transformations in steels and Ti-6Al-4V [33,34], there is currently no 

reported research offering a fundamental characterisation and a statistical overview of 

interfaces forming during the fcc → hcp phase transformation.  

The Co-Ru phase diagram in Supplementary Fig. S1 was predicted using the Thermo-

Calc 2021b software and the TCHEA5 database for high entropy alloys. The γ- and α-

phase fractions of the equilibrium state of several Co-Ru compositions were 

determined at 700 ºC. A Co-11 wt.% Ru model alloy (referred to as Co11Ru hereafter) 

was selected to achieve a suitable fraction of γ-phase in its as-cast state (i.e., 13.9%). 

Pure Co (99.9999%) was alloyed with 11 wt.% Ru (99.9999%) and cast using an 

Edmund Bühler Mini Arc Melter MAM-1 in an Ar atmosphere. The constituent phases 

of the casting were identified on a PANalytical X-ray diffractometer (XRD) equipped 

with a Cu-Kα source, using a point scan with a 0.015º step size and 8 sec dwell time. 

The background of the XRD data is subtracted by the automatic background removal function 

of the WINPLOTR software embedded into the FullProf suite (Version 2.00). Multiple 

samples were polished to a 0.05 µm oxide polishing suspension finish for 

microstructure characterisation. EBSD maps were collected in a JEOL 7001 scanning 
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electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a Hikari 31 EBSD camera. Further 

parameters are an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, working distance of 12 mm, step size 

of 50 nm, and 4×4 binning. Multiple 65 × 65 µm2 maps from two perpendicular cross 

sections were obtained to minimise the effects of texture and grain morphology. The 

collected data was processed using TSL software V8.0. Before extracting interfaces, 

several clean-up procedures, as described in [35], were applied.  

The XRD results and back scattered SEM images of the as-cast Co11Ru alloy in Figs. 

1a–b show both α- and γ-phases, suggesting that the high-temperature γ-phase did 

not fully transform to α-phase. The overall microstructure shows cellular characteristics 

expected from the as-cast conditions. During the phase transformation, the pre-

existing γ-grain boundaries serve as primary sites for α-lath martensite nucleation, as 

depicted in Fig. 1b (white dashed lines). Notably, it is observed that the α-laths tend to 

nucleate with distinct orientations on opposite sides of individual γ-grain boundaries 

(Figs. 1b-d). Two lath morphologies are frequently detected including elongated 

coarse martensitic laths that span across the entire parent γ-grains and that are 

stacked into parallel or intersecting arrays (Figs. 1b and S2). These laths are largely 

separated by either low angle or high angle boundaries (Fig. S2a). The second 

morphology consists of fine lath-like structures formed inside the coarser laths largely 

separated by twin related boundaries (86º/<1#21#0>α extension twins, Fig. S2b). The 

inverse pole figure map reveals these twins as fine parallel lines within selected 

primary coarse laths (as depicted by the white arrow in Fig. 1d and S2b). Microscopic 

shear in martensitic transformations is accommodated by Shockley partials [21,36]. 

Consequently, these twins are not transformation products but can be attributed to 

solidification-induced internal stresses such as volumetric shrinkage and thermal 

stresses [37].  
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Figure 1. (a) XRD pattern, (b) backscattered SEM image with cellular structure from casting, 
(c) phase map, and (d) inverse pole figure map of the Co11Ru alloy. (e) (0001) pole figure 
projection of α-variants and superimposed (111) pole figure projections of parent grains of 
γ1 and γ2 in (d). The colour of the circles corresponds to the IPF colour codes of all α-
variants in γ1 and γ2 in (d). The white dashed lines in (d) mark the parent γ grains. 

The pole figures corresponding to the two prior γ-grains and the transformed α laths 

are provided in Fig. 1e. It is apparent that high-temperature γ-grains are transformed 

into multiple α-variants and share a common (0	0	0	1)α pole with the (1	1	1)γ poles of 

the parent γ-grains. Variants can be related through a 70.5º rotation of the basal plane 

around the <0	1	1>γ direction (zone axis) [17,20]. Therefore, it is expected that the 

transformed α-variants are separated by 70.5º/<1	1	2#	0>α intervariant boundaries. In 

contrast to previous reports [18,38], no twin relationship (Σ3 boundaries) between prior 

γ-grains is observed here (Fig. 1e).  

The α/α disorientation angle distribution shows the expected pronounced peak at 

~70.5º and smaller peaks at around 15-20º, 55-60º, and 85-90º (Fig. 2a). On the other 

hand, the disorientation angle distribution of α/γ boundaries exhibits a distinct peak at 
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around 54-58º (Fig. 2b). This peak aligns well with the anticipated disorientation angles 

and axes inherent to the S-N OR, defined by 56.6º rotations around <77	59####	24> [39]. 

As for the α/α boundaries, the corresponding axis for 70.5º is <1	1	2#	0>α (i.e., the S-N 

OR), while the 15-20º and 85-90º peaks correlate to the rational <1	1	2#	0>α and 

<1#	2	1#	0>α axes, respectively. This means that the peak around 85-90º can be related 

to the 86º/<1#	2	1#	0>α extension twin relationship [27].  

The observed 15-20º peaks can be related to the intersection of a primary variant 

(70.5º / <1	1	2#	0>α) with an extension twin variant 86º/<1#	2	1#	0>α resulting in a rotation 

of 86 °- 70.5 ° = 15.5° around <1	1	2#	0>α. It may be argued that these peaks can be 

associated with secondary 19.5º intervariants as reported by Yang and Wayman [1,2]. 

However, a closer look into the intersecting variants (Fig. 2c) confirms that the peaks 

are mainly formed at intersecting primary α and extension twin variants. The 

observation of smaller peaks in the misorientation angle distribution is generally 

associated with intersecting variants of adjacent γ grains resulting in boundaries not 

related to the S-N OR (other boundaries). 

The total population fraction of primary intervariants, twins and the intersecting 

boundaries is illustrated in Fig. 2d. The highest population is attributed to the 

70.5º/<1	1	2#	0>α boundaries. The extension twin boundaries have a total population of 

5%. The observed 15.5º/<1	1	2#	0>α boundary related to intersecting twin and primary 

variants have the lowest total populations of 1.1%. It should be noted that the second 

highest population is associated with boundaries that do not correspond to the S-N 

OR or twin related boundaries. 
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Figure 2. Disorientation angle distributions for (a) α/α and (b) γ/α boundaries. (c) A 
representative boundary map illustrating major hcp/hcp characteristic boundaries and, (d) 
distribution of hcp/hcp intervariant boundaries associated with the S-N OR. The insets in (a) 
show axes distributions corresponding to different disorientation angle peaks.  

The distribution of α/γ habit planes in the fcc and hcp crystal reference frames is further 

investigated by plotting the relative area distributions of boundary planes in 

stereographic projections, irrespective of their disorientations (Fig. 3). For the 

boundaries following the S-N OR, the α/γ interfaces have a sharp peak at (1	1	1)γ 

within the fcc reference frame while terminating on (0	0	0	1)α in hcp reference frame 

(Figs. 3a–b). However, for the disorientation angles following other ORs, interfaces 

terminate on (0	0	1)γ and (0	0	0	1)α (Fig. 3c–d). The (0	0	0	1)α and (1	1	1)γ planes are 

well known to be energetically favoured planes in hcp and fcc systems, respectively 

[15,34]. Furthermore, these planes closely align with predictions derived from the 
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principles of near-coincidence site geometrical matching between hcp and fcc lattices 

[40].  

 

Figure 3. Distributions of the hcp-fcc interface boundary planes following the S-N OR (i.e., 
56.6º/<76	59&&&&	24>) presented in (a) an fcc lattice frame and (b) a hcp lattice frame. Interfaces 
not following the S-N OR are presented in (c) an fcc lattice frame and (d) a hcp lattice frame. 
(e) Distribution of hcp/hcp habit planes for all disorientations in the transformed 
microstructure. MRD stands for multiples of a random distribution. 

The plane character distributions for all α/α boundaries, irrespective of disorientation 

angle/axes, are illustrated in Fig. 3e. The α-intervariants peak at the (0	0	0	1)α position 

with an intensity of ~5 multiples of a random distribution (MRD). Considering the 

disorientation angles and axes in Fig. 2, five boundary parameters can be defined and 

correlated to the plane character distribution for all α/α grain boundaries (Fig. 4). The 

schematic representation of characteristic interfaces is developed by Glowinski's grain 

boundary toolbox [41]. The distribution of 15.5º/<1	1	2#	0>α boundaries has a maximum 

around (4#	0	4	1), nearly an ideal symmetric tilt character (Fig. 4a). These boundaries 

are proper and improper quasi-symmetric character (both 180°-twist and 180°-tilt). 

Instead, primary 70.5º/<1	1	2#	0>α intervariant boundaries have a diffuse peak along 

prismatic (1	0	1#	1)α and (0	0	0	1)α planes (Fig. 4b). The (0	0	0	1)α boundaries have a tilt 

character with ~300 MRD. The (1	0	1#	1)α planes have a symmetric tilt character with 
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~250 MRD. The high intensity near (0	0	0	1)α orientations confirms the predominance 

of basal planes in the α/α plane distribution in Fig. 3e. The (0	0	0	1)α orientations are 

low indexed planes and energetically favoured for hcp/hcp intersections [42,43]. 

Finally, the boundary plane distribution for the 86º/<1#	2	1#	0>α extension twin boundary 

shows a habit plane around (1#	0	1	2)α with an intensity of ~85 MRD (Fig. 4c). This is a 

symmetrical tilt boundary, showing proper and improper quasi symmetric character.  

 

Figure 4. α/α grain boundary character distribution at fixed disorientations of (a) 
15.5°/<1	1	2&	0>α, (b) 70.5°/<1	1	2&	0>α, (c) 86°/<1&	2	1&	0>α, and corresponding theoretical 
characteristic boundaries using Glowinski's grain boundary toolbox software [41]. The 
hexagon in the centre of the stereographs represents the (0001) orientation. MRD denotes 
multiples of random distribution.  

In general, an inverse correlation between the relative populations and energies of 

interfaces/grain boundaries is expected, as demonstrated in simulations [44,45] and 

experiments [46]. There is limited knowledge available on the grain boundary energy 

in Co and its alloys. Hence, the interplanar spacing, an important criterion for 

assessing grain boundary energy, is studied (Table 1). Flat and smooth surfaces 

exhibit minimal bond breakage and maximised interplanar spacings, resulting in lower 
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surface energies and the formation of grain boundaries with correspondingly lower 

energies [47,48]. It is possible to establish an inverse correlation between the grain 

boundary energy and the interplanar spacing [43]. For Co alloys, the basal (0	0	0	1)α 

plane exhibits the highest interplanar spacing, measuring 4.061 Å, followed by the 

pyramidal planes (1	0	1#	1)α, (1#	0	1	2)α and (4#	0	4	1)α planes with 1.59, 0.75, and 0.35 

Å, respectively (see Table 1).  

Table 1. Interplanar spacings(dhkl) measured for various intervariant planes and their 
respective population distributions. 
α/α boundary Plane Intensity (MRD) Interplanar spacing (Å) 
15.5°/<1	1	2&	0>α (4&	0	4	1)α  14 0.18 or 0.36 

70.5°/<1	1	2&	0>α 
(1	0	1&	1)α 250 0.31 or 1.59 
(0	0	0	1)α  300 4.06 

86°/<1&	2	1&	0>α (1&	0	1	2)α  85 0.75 
All boundaries (0	0	0	1)α 5.5 4.06 

 

The distribution of α/α boundary planes is predominantly characterised by low energy 

basal orientations, while a smaller population is observed for pyramidal and prismatic 

planes (Fig. 3e). The higher energy pyramidal orientations are predominant in 

extension twin and intersecting variant-twin boundaries (Fig. 4). This suggests that the 

crystallographic constraints introduced by the martensitic transformation following the 

S-N OR promotes boundary planes that may not inherently exhibit low-energy 

configurations, as previously noted in lath martensitic steels [15,49,50] and Ti-alloys 

[34,51]. Higher populations of low-energy interfaces such as twin-related planes and 

interphase boundaries can provide barriers, sources, and storage sites for defects, 

and control the deformation and fracture behaviour [14,52]. Our findings can be 

harnessed to control the interface/boundary plane network for controlling mechanical 

properties of WC-Co hardmetals and Co-based alloys. 

In summary, the characteristics of interfaces formed during the fcc → hcp phase 

transformation were studied in a model Co11wt.%Ru alloy. The α/γ interphase 
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boundaries, following the disorientation expected from the S-N OR, are shown to 

exhibit high populations of low energy (0	0	0	1)α and (1	1	1)γ interfaces. The most highly 

populated 70.5º/<1	1	2#	0>α primary α/α intervariant boundaries terminate on low 

energy tilt (0	0	0	1)α and high energy symmetrical tilt (1	0	1#	1)α planes. Instead, α/α 

boundaries associated with extension twins and their intersection with primary variants 

mainly terminate on high-energy pyramidal planes with tilt and symmetrical tilt 

character. This suggests that the intervariant boundary planes formed by the 

martensitic transformation following the S-N OR are governed by crystallographic 

constraints rather than low-energy interface configurations. Considering the role of the 

binder phase interfaces on properties such as toughness and wear properties of WC-

Co alloy, the obtained results pave the way towards engineering the characteristic 

interfaces to achieve superior properties including hot-hardness, toughness, and 

creep resistance.  
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